
 The Scratch® Armed Man 
Royal Albert Hall, 20 May 2018 

Instructions for Participants 

 

DRESS 
Elegant, please!  Sopranos should wear something including mid/bright blue; altos 
something with red. Special offer for female singers: for a trial period until 23 
December we have agreed with Kettlewell Colours (www.kettlewellcolours.co.uk) for 
our singers to benefit from a 10% discount plus free P & P. Their colours True Red 
and Geranium Red (and those close by) are ideal for altos; Electric Blue, Sapphire and 
Royal Blue (and similar shades) are perfect for sopranos. Use discount code 
KCSCRATCH.  Men should wear either a dark suit or dinner jacket, plus a white shirt 
with tie or black bow-tie. Children in school parties are advised to wear their normal 
uniforms. 

For changing, Gentlemen may use Chorus Room A which is in the West corridor 
under the Arena, best reached from the Heineken Green Room. Ladies may use 
Chorus Room B which is rather difficult to find – please follow signs from the 
Heineken Green Room or ask the Stewards for directions. Warning – these areas will 
not be locked at any time!  

SCORES 
Please acquire your own vocal score and learn the music in advance, using the notes 
below. Karl Jenkins’s The Armed Man is published by Boosey & Hawkes; if you do not 
have a convenient local music shop, contact Blackwells (printed.music@blackwell.co.uk 
or 01865 333582). Be sure to acquire the complete work, as an incomplete choral suite 
is also published. Rehearsal material to help you learn your part (in the form of 
CDs/MP3 files) is available from ChoraLine: www.choraline.com. 

TIMES & ACCESS 
Please be seated by 2.45pm for a compulsory rehearsal 2.55–5.00pm (most people will 
have realised that the times given at instruction 8 on the original leaflet did not make 
sense). There is no break in this rehearsal, the first 30 minutes of which will be with 
piano only before the orchestra joins us. Entry doors at the back of the Hall (the 
opposite side to the Albert Memorial) will be open from 2.00pm; due to the Hall’s 
building work we cannot say at this stage which doors, but we will notify you when 
we send the tickets. There will be a break of two hours before the concert start time of 
7.00pm for you to eat and change (NB: the Royal Albert Hall does not permit your 
own food and drink to be consumed on the premises). The first half of the perform-
ance comprises Vaughan Williams’ The Lark Ascending, and the suite English Folk 
Songs. The Armed Man is after the interval and the concert will end at about 9.15pm. 

Musical instructions overleaf – please mark up your score carefully 



MUSICAL INSTRUCTIONS 
Preparation in advance 
The rehearsal on the day is for polishing, not for note-learning; please be conscien-
tious and learn your part at home. ChoraLine (see note above) can supply rehearsal 
CDs/MP3 files, which highlight an individual voice part and are invaluable for less 
experienced singers. Make learning enjoyable by getting together with friends; any 
choirs who are joining us for this performance might consider an open rehearsal to 
include individual singers in their area. Join our Facebook group (The Really Big 
Chorus Singers and Supporters) and tell others what you are doing. 

The following passages will be sung by the mezzo-soprano soloist: 
page 17; page 18 between letters C and D; pages 69–72 (ALL bars marked ‘solo’ to be 
sung solo; ALL bars marked ‘tutti’ to be sung tutti);   pages 84–85. Everything else will 
be sung FULL, including pages 73–77 and 92–96 

Please also pay special attention to the following: 
Movement 3 – Kyrie (page16) 
Bar 83: sopranos. Some later editions of the vocal score show the second minim as a 
B. This is incorrect: the note is a G, corresponding not only to the piano reduction 
beneath, but also to the tenor entry at letter F. 
Movement 4 – Save me from Bloody Men (page 28) 
Tenors and basses should pay special attention to the learning of these pages: notes 
and rhythm. 
Movement 5 – Sanctus (page 30) 
Please note all repeat marks. 
Bars 5–8, 9, 11, and bars 85–end: the second crotchet should be shortened to a quaver, 
thereby phrasing off the word with no hint of staccato or accent. 
Bar 45 and subsequent: ‘excelsis’ is to be pronounced ex-chel-sis (same for the 
Benedictus, bar 55 and subsequent) 

Movement 7 – Charge! (page 49) 
Bars 58–70 and 102–114: sopranos and altos should pay particular attention to both 
notes and rhythm in these bars, which are harmonically quite difficult. Be sure you 
know how to find the first chord in bars 58 and 102.  These sections are also very high 
for the first sopranos; practise the notes down an octave. 
Movement 8 – Angry Flames (page 69) 
Bar 24:  the 3rd semiquaver in the soprano part should be A, not B, to bring it into 
unison with the other three parts. 
Movement 9 – Torches (page 73) 
Bar 24: sopranos and altos should note that this is a G natural  (in this movement, 
most phrases starting on E rise to a G sharp in the following bar, except bar 24). 
Movement 13 – Better is Peace (page 91) 

Bar 143 to the end of the piece will be improved no end if heads are not buried in 
copies: commit this section to memory if you possibly can. 


